Introduction
While Spin-Echo Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SESANS) [1] is an established small angle neutron scattering technique (SANS) extending the range of SANS to very small (V-SANS) and ultra small (USANS) angles, Spin-Echo Modulated Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SEMSANS) has been introduced only recently [2, 3] based on spatial beam modulation induced by spin-echo as proposed and proven earlier [4] [5] [6] . SEMSANS can be seen as a variation of SESANS, using less precession regions and providing the option to place the sample behind the spin-manipulation region, hence in a field free region where also magnetic samples can be measured. In contrast to SESANS, not the final beam polarisation, but a spatial beam modulation is measured and analysed, the damping of which provides the same information content as a SESANS polarisation measurement (2, 3, 7, 8) . While for SEMSANS a spatially resolved detection is required, it offers on the other hand the potential for spatially resolved SANS studies in an imaging configuration, because the sample can be placed close to the detector and in both techniques a reasonable beam divergence can be used, allowing for a useful field of view for imaging in SEMSANS [8] . In fact, with the spatially modulated intensity on the detector, SEMSANS resembles the highly successful method to measure dark-field images (DFI) with grating interferometers in neutron imaging instruments [9] . It has been shown recently that both methods are equivalent to SESANS in their capability to measure quantitative small angle scattering [7] . However, the higher fexibility of the magnetic field set-up of SEMSANS in contrast to a grating set-up, which is optimised for a single wavelength, makes SEM-DFI much more efficient for quantitative SANS studies with spatial resolution and in particular in a Time-of-Flight (ToF) mode also able to take advantage of modern pulsed spallation sources.
SEMSANS
SEMSANS uses inclined field surfaces to map neutron small angle scattering information into the amplitude dampening of a spatially modulated beam [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 8] . The final spin rotation angle of polarised neutrons at the detector depends only on the lateral position with respect to the direction of the inclination of the field surfaces when the focusing condition [4] B 1 L 1 =B 2 L 2 eq. 1
is fulfilled, where B1 and B2 and L1 and L2 are the magnetic fields in the triangular precession regions and their respective distances from the detector. Due to the fact that the final precession angle at the detector is independent of the trajectory and origin in the source, this results in a linearly changing final accumulated spin angle across the beam at the detector. Hence, together with a polarisation analyser downstream the field regions, the result is a spatially modulated intensity across the beam at the detector position with a period given by [5] :
eq. 2 where c = 4.632x1014 T -1 m -2 , λ the neutron wavelength and θ 0 the inclination angle of the field surface to the optical axis.
Detecting such modulation in a SEMSANS experiment requires the ability of the detection system to resolve the spatial modulation, which is in one direction only. So far this has been achieved by a combination of slits with a scanning mode, [3, 10, 11] , by gratings with corresponding periods (comparable to neutron grating interferometers) [3, 10] or with detectors with 2-dimensional spatial resolution [2, 8, 12] . Modulation periods of reported measurements to date were of the order of millimeters, which can hence still be resolved by neutron imaging detectors [13] .
The correlation length or simply the size-parameter probed with such set-up when applied to small-angle scattering can similar to SESANS [1] be given as the Spin-Echo length, eq. 3 with L S being the sample to detector distance.
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like described analogue for SESANS in Ref. [1, 14, 15] and for grating interferometry in [7] . Here t is the sample thickness and Σ is the total scattering cross section of the sample, which e.g. for a two-phase system can be given as Σ=λ
, with Δρ being the scattering length density contrast, φ the volume fraction of one phase, and ξ the correlation length perpendicular to the neutron beam in the probed scattering direction, which is across the modulation.
A scan of δ SE , the correlation length parameter probed (eq. 3), is required for quantitative SANS measurements. This can be achieved according to eq. 3 by either scanning wavelength, sample distance or values of the modulation period, e.g. through the magnetic fields B 1 and B 2 , which however have to further fulfill the focusing condition (eq. 1) for the modulation. In order to model and fit data directly with the real space correlation function G, they have to be normalized by sample thickness and for ToF experiments utilizing an extended wavelength band by wavelength square, such that the data is of the form eq. 6
However, the actual extraction of the modulation parameters and in particular the off-set providing the attenuation contrast and the visibility providing the SANS information is the main challenge for data reduction and analyses. A spin-echo modulated beam does not provide a constant modulation for an extended cross-section of the beam as the echo condition is only perfectly fulfilled in a particular lateral position and can be framed by a decaying curve as an envelope for the maxima and minima of the spatial modulation like it is well known in neutron spin-echo applications. Additionally, data are affected by statistics. Because in SANS experiments samples can be considered homogeneous with regards to the beam cross section there are several possibilities to extract a single V/V 0 value, however. The most consuming analyses method is to model and fit the modulation curves fully, while the available maxima and minima can also be averaged in order to calculate a single averaged visibility value V and V 0 , respectively, which is sufficient for such kind of measurement. This is technically also done in case of using an analyser grating, which can be done when the modulation is kept constant in a ToF measurement [12] or in a monochromatic mode [3] and which by a step scan provides a single modulation curve with a non-spatially resolved detector.
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SEM-DFI
However, the SEMSANS set-up bears the big advantage as compared to SESANS, that it can be applied combined with imaging in a DFI approach [8] in analogy to that with Talbot Lau grating interferometers [9] . This is the case because here the sample can be placed close to the detector with 2-dimensional spatial resolution, which allows spatial correlation, i.e. image resolution, and an extended beam can be applied where the modulation can be analysed locally, due to the large beam divergence enabled by the technique. Hence, a combined application of SEMSANS and imaging requires an imaging detector with significant 2D spatial resolution. In analogy to grating interferometry the SE modulation can then be utilized in a neutron dark-field imaging mode providing an attenuation contrast image and a spatially resolved SAS analyses of the sample, simultaneously probing two different length scale regimes [8, 9] . Because in grating interferometry the modulation periods are fixed by the grating geometries and the set-up needs to be optimized for a particular wavelength, it is much less flexible to probe a broad range of correlation lengths than such SEM-DFI approach [16] . However, modulations achieved with grating set-ups are in the range of micrometers and not directly resolved by the detector but by a scan of an anaylser grating within every pixel. Therefore the spatial resolution is decoupled from the modulation resolution and the correlation lengths probed are of the order of around a micrometer.
In the SEM imaging approach however, periods are of the order of millimeters so far and superposed to the real space image of the sample with entangled spatial resolutions of both the modulation, i.e. SANS signal, and the real space attenuation data. Currently achieved SE modulations are probing size ranges of about 20-200nm , but the data reduction requires significantly different strategies. In principle for the attenuation contrast the full spatial resolution at the detector can be utilized, which is defined by the collimation conditions given in terms of the L/D ration, the sample to detector distance d and indeed the spatial resolution of the imaging detector [13] . L denotes the distance of the source, in the case of a pinhole set-up the pinhole, to the sample while D denotes its dimension, and together with d they define the image blur b=d(L/D) -1 . However, in current data reduction and analyses the extraction of the attenuation contrast also relies on a full period fitting as will be outlined below. The SANS signal in contrast is smeared over ranges of at least the largest modulation period that provides significant SANS signal in terms of modulation damping. This to date limits the spatial resolution of the quantitative SANS information to the order of mm with this technique. This can only be improved by improving the magnetic field technology and achieving shorter correlation lengths δ SE on smaller periods ζ. The spatial resolution sought in the SANS signal is the only difference between SEMSANS and the corresponding SEM-DFI approach. While for SEMSANS the sample has to be assumed homogeneous, the opposite is the case for SEM-DFI with respect to attenuation, density, structure parameters and sample thickness. Therefore the possible spatial dependencies have to be taken into account in such applications and the visibility V, which could in SEMSANS be averaged over the beam becomes a function of the spatial dimensions across the beam V(x,y), where it is assumed that x constitutes the modulation direction. This in particular complicates the data reduction to pure wavelength dependent attenuation images and the relative visibility images at each δ SE (λ). Up to date a complex and consuming fitting procedure was applied to the images fitting a sine function on approximately one period and assigning the corresponding offset and visibility values for the attenuation and DFI contrast to the central pixel of the fitted range, while shifting this range pixel by pixel across the x-direction of the image, repeating for every row of y. The required binning of images has to be decided beforehand in order to minimize the fitting routine resources, as fitting accumulates to approximately 1x10 6 sine fits for a standard 1024x1024 pixel image. 
Novel Data reduction and analyses
Here we introduce a novel approach to this data reduction, which does not only simplify the data extraction significantly, but also enables regaining full spatial resolution for the attenuation in SEM-DFI and has the potential to overcome the requirement for a spatially resolved detection for straightforward SEMSANS applications. This approach takes advantage of the polarized neutrons required for a spin-echo technique, which implies that two separate measurements with opposite initial spins (I↑ and I↓ ) and hence modulations shifted by a phase difference of π, can be recorded. Consequently the data can first be reduced to an attenuation corrected modulation, which has the potential to provide all required parameters in every single pixel without the requirement for extensive fitting procedures. Defining eq. 7 where x is the lateral direction of modulation. (Note that the dimension of y is ignored here as all operations can be expanded to y without any implications on the procedure.) The transmitted modulation averaged intensity I, i.e. the offset parameter required for the attenuation analyses, has the value eq. 8 which implies that the position independent attenuation e -µ t in the case of SEMSANS can be extracted straightforwardly without fitting. I 0 is the modulation averaged incident intensity. While this applies to SEMSANS where the sample has to be considered homogeneous and hence the attenuation constant over the field of view, the attenuation can vary even over a single period in the case of SEM-DFI applications. Note that potential variations of the incident intensity do not play a role as they vanish in the normalization of I/I 0 when extracting the attenuation factor.
In contrast to earlier approaches measurements with both initial spin states carry all relevant modulation parameter information for every position x as can be seen in the schematic of figure 1. The only exception are positions where I↑=I↓ and the close proximity of such positions due to statistics, which will be discussed further down. Otherwise the normalization
eq. 9 straightforwardly provides the local attenuation !! ! !(!) and the normalization
eq. 10 which however does not overcome the spatial resolution restriction described earlier for the DFI data. In contrast for the attenuation data the conventional geometric resolution calculation holds to a good approximation despite the redistribution of intensity through small angle scattering, because overall the intensity not scattered or scattered within the spatial resolution limit can be assumed dominant in most cases, as is in conventional imaging. All these operations can be performed straightforwardly as image operations, i.e. by adding, subtracting and dividing the 2D image data. This enables immediate assessment of data and flexible binning at any time in order to improve statistics and assessment. The "blind areas" around I↑=I↓ do not affect SEMSANS measurements without spatial resolution and in DFI imaging mode when done in ToF with changing periods they change with wavelength and hence lead to minor missing sampling in every specific position of an image, certainly beyond spatial resolution for the SANS signal (compare figure 2). Hence they are not an obstacle for data analyses at all.
However, an absolute precondition in order to enable such direct reduction is the phase stability. That means the set-up must enable sufficient stability of the modulation phase all through the measurement of the sample and empty beam. Calculations of scattering curve "dead spots" at different detector positions for a sample of hard spheres in high concentration investigated by SEMSANS using the novel pixel-by-pixel analysis. Each curve corresponds to the signal in a 55 × 55 µm 2 pixel and it can be seen that at the echo position a scattering signal can be extracted for the full Spin-Echo range, whereas at positions away from echo losses of signal occur when M 0 gets close to zero.
Measurement and analyses example
Measurements were performed at the Reactor Institute Delft at TU Delft on the SEMSANS setup described in [8] , at a thermal source, where the pulsed beam was created using two co-rotating choppers in optically blind mode pro-viding a wavelength resolution of δλ/λ ∼ 5% [17] . The triangular field coils were placed at L 1 = 5.0 m and L 2 = 1.7 m from the detector, with fields of B 1 = 1.43 mT and B 2 = 4.21 mT and inclinations angles of θ 0 = 20
• . Our sample setup, which consisted of a combination of three different sample types, was placed at L S = 0.55 m upstream of the detector. The supermirror multi-channel polariser was oriented so that initial polarisation was vertical whereafter two adiabatic π /2-rotators were used to choose between spin up or down setting and to rotate the neutron spin into the horizontal plane. Two vertical precession fields were used between polariser and analyser to control the neutron spin and before the analyser a second adiabatic π/2-rotator pair was used to rotate the neutron spins back to the vertical plane. The supermirror multi-channel analyser was oriented in this plane, such that effects from the structure of the analyser (and polariser) would be perpendicular to the modulation and therefore having no influence on the observed modulation. The Spin-Echo range covered was from about 10 nm to 175 nm. Since our proof-of-principle measurements were performed at a low-flux instrument, we examined three different regions of interest (ROI) covering areas with iron powder, an empty beam area, and dispersed polystyrene colloids in D2O respectively. Each ROI corresponds roughly to a detector area of approximately 50 mm 2 with a detector-pixel size of 55 × for a sample of hard spheres in high concentration investigated by SEMSANS using pixel-by-pixel analysis. Each curve corresponds to the signal in a 55 ⇥ 55 µm 2 pixel and it can be seen that at the echo position a scattering signal can be extracted for the full Spin-Echo range, whereas at positions away from echo losses of signal occur when M C,0 gets close to zero. [18, 19] . Exposure time for every single measurement with spin-up and spin down and with or without samples in the beam was of the order of 3.5 hours, making the total measurement time approximately 14 hours. To improve the quality of the obtained images for each Spin-Echo length the images were first filtered using an inverse scale space filter [20] to reduce noise and were averaged over the vertical direction of the ROI, i.e. perpendicular to the modulation direction, which was horizontal. Obviously at an instrument with sufficiently high flux and quality of components the vertical resolution can be as good as the collimation and detector resolution allow. Figure 3 shows the modulation as a function of Spin-Echo length and horizontal detector position. The normalised modulation, M(x,y)/M 0 (x,y), was calculated and is shown in figure 3 h-j, where white stripes indicate the positions in time and space with missing information due to the "blind areas" for the DFI signal analyses. As it can be seen in figure 3 h-j (the signal in h and j much faster drops into low visibility regions indicated by green and blue color), and even better in the curves of figure 4 , the normalised visibility and the modulation expectedly decrease with increasing Spin-Echo length when there is a small angle scattering sample present. It can also be seen that for long Spin-Echo lengths (long wavelengths) there is a drop in statistics due to the reduced flux of the neutron source at these wavelengths. However, having a higher flux and/or a longer measuring time (possibly in combination with a cold instead of thermal neutron source) will improve statistics and the accessible range of correlations lengths in this regime. figure 4, where they are compared to curves obtained through our novel approach of dividing the modulation functions achieved by the spin-up and spin-down measurements directly. Reference curves for the three sample types (iron powder, no sample, and polystyrene colloids) are shown as well. Concerning the "blind areas" (figure 2), V 0 < 0.1 was set as the threshold for determining their location in order to leave them out of the analyses to avoid corresponding errors due to division by zero. There is a high level of agreement between the curves from the two different reduction methods for data analysis, though at long Spin-Echo lengths the novel approach seems to be more robust with respect to noisier data and shows better precision and better correspondence with the reference curves. [21] . For the reference curve in b, V/V 0 is equal to 1 for all Spin-Echo lengths as there is no small angle scattering sample present.
Discussion and conclusion
The results clearly demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and its advantages with respect to data reduction effort. It is obvious that the novel strategy enables faster assessment and feedback to measurement and data recording, reduces the resources and increases the flexibility and efficiency for data treatment. It is also demonstrated that the appearance of small blind areas do not affect the data negatively and with respect to the real resolution conditions not at all. Apart from enormous simplification of data treatment in particular for imaging applications the approach would also allow to eliminate the requirement for a high spatial resolution detector or a slit or grating scan for SEMSANS applications. The use of a grating with a duty cycle of about 0.5 and set to the maximum of the spin-up modulation is sufficient for all analyses as all parameters can be extracted for a single sampling position over the modulation. In a ToF approach where the period varies with wavelength in a basic set-up the constant period approach introduced by Sales et al., [12] is suited to overcome that issue. This will in future when higher fields can be realized also enable measurements at very small modulation periods beyond detector resolution limits. In addition such local approach is more robust with respect to altering attenuation over significantly broad periods as well as towards the decay of the modulation amplitude off the echo position. What is, however, maybe even more important overall, is that this simplified data reduction is significantly more user friendly.
